Pricing and procedure.
Each painting is tailored to each client’s individual needs.
Consultation # 1: Initial interviews.
Client and Artist meet and together view artist’s portfolio. A comprehensive explanation can be given of each previous project of interest.
This gives both the client a better understanding of the commission
process and offers the artist a greater understanding of the client’s
areas of interest and requirements. The artist also can view the space
in question and gathers information regarding dimension, style and
budget. Artist takes photos of space.
Artist then has a basic idea of her requirements and is able to leave
and compile a presentation of ideas comprising of colors schemes, composition, level of detail and time frame.
Consultation # 2: Presentation of concept.
Client and Artist meet for the second time to view Artist’s presentation. This presentation may vary in level of detail from a compilation
of magazine clippings and pictures from books… to pencil drawings or
painted renditions of the initial ideas. The objective of this presentation is not so much to produce a graphic representation of how the
final painting would appear, but as visual examples of color, design
and style concepts. Duration and price can usually be pinpointed at
this time.
At this point the client and Artist have a clear understanding of the
project at hand and the Client secures further drawn designs and a reservation for the period required to execute the commission by a cash
deposit (a percentage of the total agreed price of the commission)
Andrea Ruggeri may employ assistants for preparatory work and project
breakdowns and relocation.
All painted artwork is executed by her alone and will always meet her
standards of quality. For this reason each commission is by appointment only and subject to availability. It is often necessary to reserve
her services in advance but please be patient when she is attending to
another commission as she will dedicate full attention and priority to
each patron in turn.
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